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Abstract: In this paper, a general framework for robust parallel adaptive neural network (NN) control

design is presented for a class of non-linear systems motivated by the work in references (14) and (15). The

controller is based on applying direct adaptive techniques to an additional parallel neural network to

provide adaptive enhancements to a basic fixed controller and incorporating a sliding mode term for

robustness. It is shown that if bounded basis function (BBF) networks are used for the additional parallel

NN, uniformly stable adaptation is assured and asymptotic tracking of the reference signal is achieved.

Because of the introduction of the GL (Ge±Lee) matrices and operator, the results presented here are more

general than the existing results.
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NOTATION

For clarity, some notations are introduced:

1. (�) and (�̂) denote the fixed estimate and the on-line

estimate of (�) respectively.

2. (~�) :� (�)ÿ (�̂).
3. x

( j)
i is the jth derivative of xi and xi � [xi x

(1)
i � � �

x
(niÿ1)
i ]T.

4. mij is the ijth element of matrix M.

5. f�g denotes a GL matrix or a GL vector, ´ is the

corresponding GL operator and fW i�g and fW�ig are

the corresponding GL row and GL column vectors intro-

duced in Appendix 1.

6. [�] represents a conventional matrix or a conventional

vector.

7. bi is the ith column vector of matrix B, i.e. B �
[b1 b2 � � � bn].

8. I0 is the set of integers.

9. I is the unit matrix of different dimensions.

1 INTRODUCTION

The fusion of mechanical, electrical and computer engi-

neering has formed an important class of processes in

modern control engineering. It has its own properties which

distinguish itself from other processes, such as chemical

and biochemical processes. The emergence of robotics is

one good example. It is a multidisciplinary subject incor-

porating the three areas mentioned above. As a result of

active research in robotics in the past two decades, a

relatively good understanding of the control problems has

been achieved for such systems. Some of the results can be

seen being applied to other areas, such as spacecraft

attitude control (1), weapon pointing control (2), vehicle

suspension control (3) and multi-helicopter lifting control

(4) problems.

Conventional linear feedback control techniques are

unable to meet the ever-demanding control requirements of

increasingly complex dynamical systems under significant

uncertainties. Neural networks (NNs) distinguish them-

selves from other control techniques as a very attractive

alternative because of their ability to learn, to approximate

functions and their potential for parallel hardware imple-

mentation. Recently, it has been successfully shown in

many cases (5±8) that NNs provide a suitable approach to

control certain classes of non-linear dynamical systems.

In general, the NNs used in control system design are

fixed feedforward multilayer networks. However, it does

not have any built-in capability to handle changes in the

system. By directly parametrizing a suitable NN control

law, good closed-loop stability properties have been shown

in references (9) to (18) by incorporating adaptive tech-

niques. Parallel adaptive NN controllers were presented in

references (14) and (15), each of which consists of a fixed

structural non-linear controller and an on-line NN adaptive

controller for performance enhancement. It was shown that

if bounded basis functions, such as radial basis function

(RBF) neural networks, are used for the additional parallel
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NN, uniformly stable adaptation is assured and asymptotic

tracking of the position reference signal is achieved under

the very restrictive assumption that the system dynamics

are in the functional range of the neural networks.

In this paper, a general framework for robust parallel NN

adaptive controller design is presented for a class of non-

linear systems, for which rigid-body robots, flexible joint

robots, weapon positioning systems and various similar

non-linear servo-mechanisms are special cases. The con-

troller is developed under the relaxed and realistic assump-

tion that the system dynamics are not in the functional

range of the neural networks. It is shown that if bounded

basis functions, such as RBF, B-splines or CMAC neural

networks are used for the additional parallel NN, uniformly

stable adaptation is assured and asymptotic tracking of the

position reference signal is achieved.

In Section 2, the problems of NN approximations are

briefly discussed, a matrix (vector) emulator is conveni-

ently expressed as a GL product of two GL matrices

(vectors) and a new stability lemma is introduced. The

dynamics of the class of non-linear systems are presented

in Section 3. The general robust neural network control

framework is discussed in Section 4.

2 NEURAL NETWORK APPROXIMATIONS

In control engineering, an NN is usually used to generate

an input=ouput map using the property that a multilayer

neural network can approximate any function, under mild

assumptions, with any desired accuracy. As a function

emulator, firstly an approximating function f̂ (è, x):

Rs 3 Rn ! Rm for f (x): Rn ! Rm is chosen; then an

algorithm such as the back propagation algorithm can be

used to adjust the neural network weight based on the

output error by a training set.

A three-layer neural network is shown schematically in

Fig. 1, where x 2 Rn, y 2 Rm, a 2 Rk are the input, the

output and the activation function vectors respectively, mil

the first-to-second layer interconnection weights and wlj

the second-to-third layer interconnection weights. The

input=output map of the network is given by

zi �
Xn

j�1

mijxj � m0i, i � 1, 2, . . ., k (1)

yj �
Xm

l�1

w jlal(zl)� w0 j, j � 1, 2, . . ., m (2)

where m0i and w0 j are the threshold offsets. The NN

equations (1) and (2) can be conveniently expressed in a

matrix format as

z �MTx� M0

y � WTa(z)�W0

where WT � [wij], MT � [mij] and

M0 � [m01 m02 � � � m0k]T

W0 � [w01 w02 � � � w0m]T

Without losing generality, M0 � 0, W0 � 0 is assumed in

the following analysis for simplicity. Thus, the output of

the network can be simply written as

y �WTa(MTx) (3)

A general function f (x) 2 Rm can then be described as

f (x) �WTa(MTx)� EE(x) (4)

where EE(x) is an NN functional reconstruction error vector.

If there exist an integer k and constants W and M such that

EE � 0, then f (x) is said to be in the functional range of the

NN. It is well known that any sufficiently smooth function

can be approximated by a suitably large network using

various activation functions, a(:), based on the Stone±

Weierstrass theorem. Typical choices for a(:) include the

sigmoid, hyperbolic tangent, radial basis functions, etc.

(19, 20).

It has been demonstrated (21) that a linear superposition

of Gaussian RBFs results in an optimal mean square

approximation to an unknown function which is infinitely

differentiable and whose values are specified at a finite set

of points in Rn. Further, it has been proven (22, 23) that

any continuous functions, not necessarily infinitely smooth,

can be uniformly approximated by linear combinations of

Gaussians.

The Gaussian RBF neural network is a particular

network architecture (23) utilizing k numbers of Gaussian

radial basis functions with input variables x 2 Rn, variance

ó 2 2 R and the centre vector c � (c1, . . ., cn)T 2 Rn, i.e.Fig. 1 Three-layer neural network
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y(W, x) �WTa(x) (5)

ai(x) � exp ÿ ixÿ ci2

ó 2

� �
� exp ÿ (xÿ c)T(xÿ c)

ó 2

� �
(6)

Comparing equations (3) and (5), it can be seen that M � I

in this case.

It is clear that a vector network emulator [F(:):
Rn ! Rm], accordingly a scalar network emulator [ f (:):
Rn ! R], can be easily expressed in the form of equation

(3) or equation (5). The drawbacks of such expressions

include:

1. They are not very flexible for cases when yi(x) requires

more nodes than yj(x), i 6� j (2). In such cases, W and

M are sparse matrices, and a large amount of `wasted'

computation is involved in zero multiplications and

summations.

2. It is difficult to extend the expressions to a matrix

network emulator [G(x): Rn ! Rm13m2 ] because of the

limitations using the existing matrix and vector expres-

sions.

To solve the drawbacks listed above, the GL products of

GL matrices (vectors) are used in the following analysis

(see Appendix 1 for detail). Let W ij, Nij(x) 2 Rnij ,

nij 2 I0, i � 1, . . ., n, j � 1, . . ., k. The product W T
ij Nij

can be taken as a network emulator of the ijth element,

gij(x) of matrix G(x) 2 Rn3k , with W ij and Nij(x) being

the weight vector and the basis function vector respectively.

The matrix network emulator G(x) can be conveniently

expressed as a GL product of two GL matrices as:

G(x) � fWgT:fNg :�

fW1�gT(N1�g
fW2�gTfN2�g

. . .

fW n�gTfNn�g

26664
37775

:�

WT
11N11 WT

12N12 � � � WT
1kN1k

WT
21N21 WT

22N22 � � � WT
2kN2k

. . . . . . . . . . . .

WT
n1Nn1 WT

n2Nn2 � � � WT
nkNnk

266664
377775 2 Rn3k

where

fWg :�
fW1�g
fW2�g

. . .
fW n�g

8>><>>:
9>>=>>; �

W11 W12 � � � W1k

W21 W22 � � � W2k

. . . . . . . . . . . .
Wn1 Wn2 � � � Wnk

8>><>>:
9>>=>>;

fNg :�
fN1�g
fN2�g

. . .
fNn�g

8>><>>:
9>>=>>; �

N11 N12 � � � N1k

N21 N22 � � � N2k

. . . . . . . . . . . .
Nn1 Nn2 � � � Nnk

8>><>>:
9>>=>>;

with the following GL row vectors:

fW i�g � fW i1 W i2 � � � W ikg

fNi�g � fNi1 Ni2 � � � N ikg

A vector emulator, F(x), can be expressed as a GL product

of two GL vectors as follows:

F(x) � fKgT:fHg :�
KT

1 H1

. . .

KT
n Hn

264
375 (7)

where K i, H i 2 Rni , i � 1, . . ., n, and

fKg :�
K1

. . .
K n

8<:
9=;, fHg :�

H1

. . .
Hn

8<:
9=; (8)

The corresponding element-wise inner products, KT
i H i and

W T
ij Nij, give the approximations for f i(x) and gij(x), i.e.

the ith element of F(x) and the ijth element of G(x)

respectively. Clearly, by letting n � k � 1, the conven-

tional function emulator expression is obtained.

Let A 2 Rm3m be a stable matrix, Q 2Rm3m a given

symmetric positive definite matrix and P a symmetric

positive definite matrix that is the solution of the Lyapunov

equation

ATP� PA � ÿQ (9)

Define e 2Rm, B � [b1 b2 � � � bn] 2 Rm3n, v 2Rk and

a conventional vector W i� � [W T
i1 W T

i2 � � � W T
ik]T 2 Rmi,

mi �
Pk

j�1 nij. The following lemma is then obtained,

which will be used to show closed-loop stability of the

proposed neural network adaptive controller.

Lemma 1

For an error system defined by

_e � Ae� BfWgT:fNgv (10)

the adaptive law that leads to uniform stability for e and

fWg is given by

_W i� � ÿÃi
:fNi�gveTPbi (11)

where fNi�g is a GL row vector of bounded basis functions

and Ãi 2 Rmi 3 mi is a symmetric positive-definite matrix.

In addition, if v is a vector of bounded signals, then

lim
t!1 iei � 0 (12)

Proof. See Appendix 2.
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This lemma is much more general than that introduced in

references (15) and (24) because of the presence of the

non-standard GL matrix operations. As a matter of fact, the

results of the lemma also apply to other well-defined non-

standard matrix operations.

3 DYNAMICS OF THE CLASS OF NON-LINEAR

SYSTEMS

The systems that are most frequently encountered in the

world of mechanical and electrical engineering can be

described by n ordinary differential equations as

x
(ni)
i � f i(x)�

Xn

j�1

gij(x)u j, i � 1, . . ., n (13)

where

x �

[x1, . . ., x
(n1ÿ2)
1 , x2, . . ., x

(n2ÿ2)
2 , . . ., xn, . . ., x(n nÿ2)

n , sT]T

2 Rm (14)

s � [s1, s2, . . ., sn]T � [x
(n1ÿ1)
1 , x

(n2ÿ1)
2 , . . ., x(nnÿ1)

n ]T,

m �
Xn

i�1

ni (15)

and the matrix G(x) � [gij(x)] 2 Rn3n is non-singular.

The n ordinary differential equations are coupled and non-

linear because of the presence of f i(x) and gij(x). This is

true for most mechanical servo systems, such as robotic

manipulators and weapon positioning systems. The system

(13) can be written in state space as

_x � Vx� B(F(x)�G(x)u) (16)

where

V � U

0n3m

� �
, F(x) �

F1

F2

. . .
Fn

2664
3775

(17)

U �

U1 0 . . . 0 0 0 . . . 0

0 0 . . . 0 1 0 . . . 0

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
. ..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

0 0 . . . Un 0 0 . . . 0

0 0 . . . 0 0 0 . . . 1

266664
377775

Ui �
0 1 0 � � � 0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0 � � � 1

24 35 2R(niÿ2)3(niÿ1)

(18)

B � [b1 b2 � � � bn] � 0(mÿn)3n

In3n

� �
(19)

In this paper, discussion will be restricted to systems

having the following properties:

1. G(x) is positive definite.

2. 0 , G(x) < á(x)I.

Therefore, Gÿ1(x) exists and it is also positive definite. It

will be assumed that the upper bound, á(x), is known for

controller design though G(x) may not be known exactly.

With minor modifications, the proposed controller in the

paper can be applied to those systems in which

1. G(x) is negative definite.

2. ÿâ(x)I < G(x) , 0.

4 ROBUST ADAPTIVE NN CONTROLLER

DESIGN

For the dynamical system described in Section 3, if the

functions F(x) and G(x) are known exactly, then for a

suitable choice of Ac 2Rn3m, the control law defined by

u � Gÿ1(x)[Acxÿ F(x)� r] (20)

will yield a stable closed-loop system for trajectory track-

ing. Substituting the control law (20) into (16) gives

_x � Vx� BAcx� Br

� Ax� Br

where

A � U

Ac

� �
(21)

If Ac is chosen as

Ac � [Ac1 Ac2] (22)

with

Ac1 � diag [ai1, ai2, . . ., ai(niÿ1)] (23)

Ac2 � diag [aini
] (24)

The desired closed loop is decoupled, for r �
[r1, . . ., rn]T 2Rn, as

_xi � Aixi � ri

where

xi � [xi, x
(1)
i , . . ., x

(niÿ1)
i ]T (25)
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Ai �
0 1 0 � � � 0

0 0 1 � � � 0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ai1 ai2 ai3 � � � aini

2664
3775 2Rni3ni (26)

The system is then in the canonical controllable form (25).

In practice, however, the non-linear functions F(x) and

G(x) are very often not known exactly except for their

estimates F(x) and G(x) respectively. There are basically

two methods used to obtain F(x) and G(x): (a) model-

based and (b) neural-network-based methods. For the

model-based method, the F(x) and G(x) are simplified

versions of F(x) and G(x) from the viewpoint of model

building (26, 27), or nominal F(x) and G(x) with the

parameters being replaced by the nominal parameter

values. For NN-based, multilayer feedforward network

emulators, F(x) and G(x) can be trained to approximate

F(x) and G(x) (14).

To cope with the mis-matching dynamics, an adaptive

segment of the parallel network is used on-line to improve

the control performance. In terms of additive error descrip-

tion, there are the following differences:

DF(x) :� F(x)ÿ F(x) (27)

DG(x) :� G(x)ÿG(x) (28)

Suppose that DF(x) and DG(x) can be approximated by the

parameter and basis function pairs (fKg, fH(x)g) and

(fWg, fN(x)g) as follows:

DF(x) � fKgT:fHg � EF (29)

DG(x) � fWgT:fNg � EG (30)

where

fKgT :�
KT

1

. . .
KT

n

8<:
9=;, fHg(x) :�

H1(x)

. . .
Hn(x)

8<:
9=; (31)

fWgT :�
W T

11 � � � W T
1n

. . . . . . . . .
W T

n1 � � � W T
nn

8<:
9=;

(32)

fN(x)g :�
N11(x) � � � N1n(x)

. . . . . . . . .
Nn1(x) � � � Nnn(x)

8<:
9=;

and EF is a vector of approximation errors Ei(x) of

f i(x)ÿ f i(x) and EG is a matrix of approximation errors

Eij(x) of gij(x)ÿ gij(x). Some of the existing model

reference neural network controllers were developed under

the assumptions that EF � 0 and EG � 0, i.e. DF(x) and

DG(x) can be exactly emulated by the parameter and basis

function pairs (fKg, fH(x)g) and (fWg, fN(x)g). How-

ever, this is not true in general. A sliding mode control part

is introduced here for robust closed-loop stability in the

presence of neural network approximations errors, EF

and EG.

Let the desired response of the system be given by the

following reference model:

_xm � Axm � Br (33)

where xm 2 Rm, r 2 Rn and

A � U

Ac

� �
2 Rm3m (34)

Suppose K̂ and Ŵ are the estimates of K and W such that

D̂F(x) :� fK̂gT:fHg (35)

D̂G(x) :� fŴgT:fNg (36)

From equations (29) and (30) and (35) and (36),

~DF(x) � f ~KgT:fHg � EF (37)

~DG(x) � f ~WgT:fNg � EG (38)

Assume that the control, u, consists of two parts: a neural-

network-based adaptive control part, ua, and a robust

sliding mode control part, us, to suppress the problems

associated with the neural network modelling errors, i.e.

u � ua � us (39)

which are defined as

ua � (G� D̂G)ÿ1[Acxÿ F ÿ D̂F(x)� r] (40)

us � ÿK sgn (eTPB) (41)

where F and G are the basic function approximations

(either model based or feedforward neural network based),

the square matrix D̂G(x) and the vector D̂F(x) are the

function approximations arising from the additional paral-

lel adaptive networks, K is chosen such that

K > á(x)i EF � EGua)i (42)

and e � xÿ xm. The schematic implementation block

diagram of the controller is shown in Fig. 2.

Define

fSg :� ffHg fNgg �
fS1�g

. . .
fSn�g

8<:
9=; (43)

fSi�g � fH i Ni1 � � � Ning, i � 1, 2, . . ., n (44)

v :� [1, uT
a ]T 2R(n�1) (45)
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The stability properties of the closed-loop system are stated

in the following theorem.

Theorem 1

For the non-linear MIMO (multiple input±multiple output)

system (16), consider the control law (39) which is based

on a fixed controller (either model based or NN based) and

an additional parallel adaptive NN for adaptive enhance-

ment, and a sliding mode term for closed-loop robustness.

If the adaptive laws for updating the parallel adaptive

networks are given by

_̂
K i

_̂
W i1

. . .
_̂

W in

266664
377775 � fÃ ig:fSi�gveTPbi (46)

where Ãi is a dimensional compatible positive definite

matrix and its elements are grouped in accordance with Si,

and P is the solution of the Lyapunov equation:

ATP� PA � ÿQ

where Q is symmetric positive definite as stated in Lemma

1. Then the direct parallel adaptively enhanced NN control-

ler ensures that all signals (x, u, {K̂} and {Ŵ }) in the

system remain uniformly bounded for all initial conditions,

and, in addition,

lim
t!1 e(t) � lim

t!1 [x(t)ÿ xm(t)] � 0

i.e. asymptotic tracking is achieved.

Proof. See Appendix 3.

Remarks

1. If the non-linear functions DF and DG are in the

functional range of NNs, i.e. EF � 0 and EG � 0, the

sliding mode control part can be dropped by letting

K � 0 while the closed-loop system is still stable. If the

non-linear functions DF and DG are not in the NN

functional ranges, the existence of K . 0 will inevitably

introduce chattering in the control signal. To solve this

problem, a boundary layer can be introduced as shown

in reference (1).

2. For the reference model

_xm � Axm � Br (47)

where

A � U

Ac

� �
(48)

Fig. 2 Schematic implementation of the controller
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If Ac is chosen according to (22) to (24), then the model

can be decoupled as

_xim � Aixm � ri (49)

with Ai defined by (26). Therefore, simple linear SISO

(single input±single output) design specifications can be

assigned for each degree of freedom (15).

3. If Ãi is defined as

Ãi �
Bi0 0 0 0

0 Bi1 0 0

. . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0 Bin

2664
3775 (50)

where Bij, 0 < j < n are dimensional compatible ma-

trix blocks. Then, the parameter adaptation can be

written as

_̂
K i � Bi0 H ie

TPbi (51)

_̂
W ij � Bij Niju je

TPbi for 1 < j < n (52)

4. In order to implement the proposed controller, the

existence of (G� D̂G)ÿ1 is required. Its inverse does

exist, provided that (G� D̂G) is diagonal dominant,

which is directly related to the approximation accuracy

of G. Since Wij are bounded, the existence of

(G� D̂G)ÿ1 can be ensured by adjusting the accuracy of

F and G and the adaptation gains. Therefore, the control

law is well defined.

5. Intensive computer simulations have been carried out

for robot control to verify its effectiveness in handling

changing dynamics. It was found that the primary fixed

controller alone cannot handle the changing dynamics

of the systems, and the additional parallel adaptive

neural network can effectively improve the system's

performance (15) The introduction of the sliding mode

term will guarantee the robustness of the closed loop

but also introduce chattering in the control signals (1).

Since all the computational results can be found in the

literature, simulation results are not included here.

6. A general framework for neural network controller

design has been proposed for a wide range of non-linear

dynamical systems. Because of the introduction of the

GL matrices and the GL operator, system analysis

becomes easier and `wasted' zero multiplications and

summations in the neural networks can be avoided.

5 CONCLUSION

A general framework for robust parallel adaptive neural

network controller design has been presented for a class of

non-linear systems in the paper. The controller is based on

applying direct adaptive techniques to an additional parallel

NN to provide adaptive enhancements to a basic fixed

controller which can be either NN based or model based

and incorporating a sliding mode term for closed-loop

robustness. It has been shown that if BBF networks are

used for the additional parallel NN, uniformly stable

adaptation is assured and asymptotic tracking of the

position reference signal is achieved. In addition, the

introduction of the GL matrices and the GL product

operator was found to be very useful for system analysis.
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APPENDIX 1

`GL' matrix and operator

Let I0 be the set of integers, and W ij, Nij(x) 2 Rnij ,

nij 2 I0, i � 1, . . ., n, j � 1, . . ., k. The product W T
ij Nij

can be taken as a network emulator of the ijth element,

gij(x) of matrix G(x) 2 Rn3k , with W ij and Nij(x) the

weight and basis function vectors respectively. Because

functions gij(x) are different in terms of complexity and

smoothness, dimensions nij may be chosen differently.

However, as long as nij are fixed, the matrices

fWg �
W11 W12 � � � W1k

W21 W22 � � � W2k

. . . . . . . . . . . .
Wn1 Wn2 � � � Wnk

8>><>>:
9>>=>>; (53)

fNg �
N11 N12 � � � N1k

N21 N22 � � � N2k

. . . . . . . . . . . .
Nn1 Nn2 � � � Nnk

8>><>>:
9>>=>>; (54)

are well defined. For clarity, they are referred to as the `GL'

matrices and denoted by f�g. The corresponding operator

(the GL operator or product, say), denoted by ´, is defined

as below:

G(x) � fWgT:fNg

:�

WT
11N11 WT

12N12 � � � WT
1kN1k

WT
21N21 WT

22N22 � � � WT
2kN2k

. . . . . . . . . . . .

WT
n1Nn1 WT

n2Nn2 � � � WT
nkNnk

266664
377775 2 Rn3k

(55)

Therefore, a matrix network emulator can be conveniently

expressed as a GL product of two GL matrices: a parameter

matrix and a basis function matrix.

Letting k � 1, a vector emulator can be conveniently

expressed as a GL product of two GL vectors as follows:

F(x) � fKgT:fHg :�

KT
1 H1

KT
2 H2

. . .

KT
n Hn

26664
37775 (56)

where

fKg :�
K1

K2

. . .
K n

8>><>>:
9>>=>>;, fHg :�

H1

H2

. . .
Hn

8>><>>:
9>>=>>;

with K i, H i 2 Rni , i � 1, . . ., n. Therefore, the correspon-

ding element-wise inner products, KT
i H i and W T

ij Nij give

the approximations for f i(x) and gij(x) respectively, i.e. the

ith element of F(x) and ijth element of G(x) respectively.

Clearly, by letting n � k � 1, the conventional function

emulator expression is obtained.

In a rough analogy to the definitions of the row and the

column vectors of a matrix, the GL row and the column

vectors of a GL matrix can be defined. For the GL matrix

fWg in equation (53), the corresponding GL row vector

fW i�g is defined as

fW i�g � fWi1 Wi2 � � �Wikg (57)

and the GL column vector fW� jg is defined as

fW� jg :�
W1 j

W2 j

. . .
Wnj

8>><>>:
9>>=>>; (58)

Though nij, i � 1, . . ., n, j � 1, . . ., k may be different,

the vector is uniquely defined as described for known nij.

The GL matrix fWg can also be expressed as

fWg :� ffW�1g fW�2g � � � fW�kgg �
fW1�g
fW2�g

. . .
fWn�g

8>><>>:
9>>=>>;

For completeness and ease of manipulations, their corre-

sponding GL transposes fWi�gT, fW�igT and fWgT are

defined as
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fWi�gT :� fWT
i1 WT

i2 � � �WT
ikg (59)

fW�igT :�

WT
1i

WT
2i

. . .

WT
ni

8>>><>>>:
9>>>=>>>; (60)

fWgT :�

Wt
11 WT

12 � � � WT
1k

WT
21 WT

22 � � � WT
2k

. . . . . . . . . . . .

WT
n1 WT

n2 � � � WT
nk

8>>><>>>:
9>>>=>>>; (61)

As a matter of fact, fWg can also be expressed as

fWgT :� ffW�1gT � � � fW�kgTg �
fW1�gT

. . .
fWn�gT

8<:
9=;

It can be seen that the transposes of GL vectors and

matrices transpose its elementary vectors locally. Define

Wi� and WT
i� in the conventional way as

Wi� �
Wi1

Wi2

. . .
Wik

2664
3775 2 Rmi , WT

i� � [WT
i1 WT

i2 � � �WT
ik]

where mi �
Pk

j�1 nij. Should any confusion arise in the

text, [�] is used to denote an ordinary matrix and f�g for a

GL matrix explicitly.

The GL matrix and its product have the following

properties:

1. The definition of the transpose of a GL vector is

different from that of a conventional vector. It only

transposes its elementary vectors locally.

2. The transpose of a GL row vector equals the transpose

of the corresponding conventional vector, e.g. fW i�gT

� W T
i�:

3. A GL column vector is a regular vector, e.g. fW�ig
� W�i.

4. A conventional vector (matrix) can be taken as a GL

vector (matrix) by grouping the elements of the vector

(matrix) accordingly.

5. A GL product of two GL matrices (vectors) leads to a

conventional matrix (vector) which is well defined, e.g.

[(WgT:fNg] and [fKgT:fHg].

The GL product of a square matrix and a GL row vector

are defined as follows. Let a GL row vector fSi�g be

defined as fSi�g � fSi1 Si2 � � � Sing, 8Sij 2Rnij , j � 1,

2, . . ., n, and a matrix Ãi � ÃT
i � [Ãi1 Ãi2 � � � Ãin], 8Ãij 2

Rm3nij , m �Pn
j�1 nij, j � 1, 2, . . ., n. Then

Ãi
:fSi�g � fÃig:fSi�g

:� [Ãi1 Si1 Ãi2 Si2 � � � ÃinSin] 2 Rm3n

(62)

The GL product should be computed first in a mixed

matrix product. For example, in fAg:fBgC, matrix

[fAg:fBg] should be computed first to obtain a conven-

tional matrix [fAg:fBg] and then [fAg:fBg]C should be

computed.

APPENDIX 2

Proof of Lemma 1

For the stable matrix A and a given symmetric positive

definite matrix Q, let P be the symmetric positive definite

matrix solution to

ATP� PA � ÿQ (63)

Define the non-negative function V as

V (e, W) � eTPe�
Xm

i�1

WT
i�Ã
ÿ1
i Wi� (64)

where Ãi is a dimensional compatible symmetric positive-

definite matrix. Its time derivative along equation (10) is

given by

_V � ÿeTQe� 2eTPBfWgT:fNgv

� 2
Xn

i�1

WT
i�Ã
ÿ1
i

_Wi�

� ÿeTQe� 2eTP[b1 b2 � � � bn]fWgT:fNgv

� 2
Xn

i�1

WT
i�Ã
ÿ1
i

_Wi�

� ÿeTQe� 2[eTPb1 eTPb2 � � � eTPbn]

fW1gT:fN1gv
fW2gT:fN2gv

. . .

fWngT:fNngv

2666664

3777775� 2
Xn

i�1

WT
i�Ã
ÿ1
i

_Wi�

� ÿeTQe� 2
Xn

i�1

eTPbifW i�gT:fNi�gv

� 2
Xn

i�1

WT
i�Ã
ÿ1
i

_Wi� (65)

Because fW i�g is a GL row vector, WT
i� � fW i�gT. There-

fore,
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_V � ÿ eTQe� 2
Xn

i�1

eTPbifW i�gT:fNi�gv

� 2
Xn

i�1

fW i�gTÃÿ1
i

_Wi� (66)

Substituting equation (11), namely

_W i� � ÿfÃig:fNi�gveTPbi (67)

gives

_V � ÿeTQe (68)

Hence, V (e, W) is a Lyapunov function and the following

can be concluded:

1. e 2 L1 and Wi� 2 L1.

2. Since
�1

t0

_V dt ,1, then e 2 L2.

3. If v 2 L1, _e is bounded (since fNg is a bounded basis

function).

Therefore it can be concluded that

lim
t!1iei � 0 (69)

APPENDIX 3

Proof of asymptotic stability

The control given by equation (40) can be written as

(G� D̂G)ua � Acxÿ F ÿ D̂F � r (70)

Therefore, equation (16) becomes

_x � Vx� BF(x)� BGua � BGus ÿ B(G� D̂G)ua

� B(G� D̂G)ua

� Vx� BF(x)� BGua ÿ B(G� D̂G)ua � BAcx

ÿ B(F � D̂F)� Br � BGus

� Ax� B[F ÿ (F � D̂F)]� B[GÿGÿ D̂G]ua

� Br � BGus (71)

where

A � U

Ac

� �
(72)

By combining equations (33) and (71), the error equations

are obtained:

_e � Ae� B[F ÿ F ÿ D̂F]� B[GÿGÿ D̂G]ua � BGus

� Ae� B[DF ÿ D̂F]� B[DG ÿ D̂G]ua � BGus

� Ae� B[~DF]� B[~DG]ua � BGus (73)

Substituting equations (37) and (38), i.e.

~DF � f ~KgT:fHg � EF (74)

~EG � f ~WgT:fNg � EG (75)

into equation (73), gives

_e � Ae� Bf ~KgT:fHg � Bf ~WgT:fNgua

� B[EF � EG ua]� BGus (76)

which can be further written as

_e � Ae� BfXgT:fSgv� B[EF � EGua]� BGus

(77)

where

fXgT :� ff ~KgT f ~WgTg

�

~KT
1

~W T
11

~W
T

12 � � � ~W T
1n

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~KT
n

~W T
n1

~W T
n2 � � � ~W T

nn

8>>><>>>:
9>>>=>>>;

fSg :� ffHg fNgg �
H1 N11 N12 � � � N1n

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hn Nn1 Nn2 � � � Nnn

8<:
9=;

v :� [1, uT
a ]T 2R(n�1)

Note that fXgT can also be written as

fXgT �
fX1�gT

fX2�gT

. . .
fX n�gT

8>><>>:
9>>=>>; (78)

with fX i�g defined as

fX i�g � f ~K i
~W i1

~W i2 � � � ~W ing (79)

which is a GL row vector and its GL transpose fX i�gT is

the transpose of the corresponding regular vector:

XT
i� � [ ~KT

i
~W T

i1
~W T

i2 � � � ~W T
in] (80)

Now the system has been successfully formulated into a

form similar to (10), and is given by
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_e � Ae� BfXgT:fSgv� B[EF � EGua �Gus] (81)

For the stable matrix A and a given symmetric positive

definite matrix Q, let P be the symmetric positive definite

matrix solution to

ATP� PA � ÿQ (82)

Define the non-negative function V as

V(e, X) � eTPe�
Xm

i�1

XT
i�Ã
ÿ1
i Xi� (83)

where Ãi is a dimensional compatible symmetric positive-

definite matrix. Following the proof of Lemma 1, it is

known that if

_Xi� � ÿfÃig:fSigveTPbi (84)

then

_V (e, X) � ÿeTQe� 2eTPB[EF � EGua �Gus]

� ÿeTQe� 2eTPBGÿ1[G(EF � EGua)� us]

Since the robust control us (41) is defined as

us � ÿK sgn (eTPB) (85)

and K (42) is chosen such that

K > áiEF � EGua)i

> iG(EF � EGua)i

then

_V < ÿeTQe < 0 (86)

which results in uniform boundedness of e and subse-

quently the uniform boundedness of Xi�. Since _~H i � ÿ _̂
H i

and _~Wij � ÿ _̂
Wij, j � 1, . . ., n, the update laws for the

parameters of the parallel adaptive neural network are

obtained as

_̂
K i

_̂
Wi1

. . .
_̂

Win

266664
377775 � fÃ ig:fSigveTPbi, i � 1, 2, . . ., n

(87)

Since xm reference signals which must be bounded signals

by design, and since K i and Wij, i � 1, 2, . . ., n,

j � 1, . . ., n, must also be bounded and desired exact

emulation parameters, the uniform boundedness of e and

Xi� imply the uniform boundedness of x, K̂ i and Ŵij, which

proves the statement in the theorem that x and u [under the

assumption that (G� D̂G)ÿ1 exists] remain uniformly

bounded. Then, since H i and Nij are bounded basis

functions which are uniformly bounded by definition, and

since u has already been shown to be bounded, it further

follows from the results of Lemma 1 that

lim
t!1 iei � 0 (88)

which in turn implies that

lim
t!1 [x(t)ÿ xm(t)] � 0

i.e. asymptotic tracking is achieved.
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